R
ADICAL PEACE:
Closing the Empathy
Gap.
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Introductions

*This booklet is a survival guide, no an instructional zine, no a
guidebook,
a book situated as a guide that assembles. Contrary to a virtual
assembly, this book is a document. Proof that we happened. “We,”
“Us,” happened.
Us as the Other, the M/Other. This assembly attempts to break
structures, of course it will fail and we will fail to do so, we aren’t
there yet. Our structural disability can only begin after our words are
burning.
So so it goes.

Art at a Divide

How to pull the Gaze out of Postmodern Ruins
Vanessa Gravenor

The connection between art and psychoanalysis is usually
fraught with a divide. Such division between the two fields only
continues when one expands to politics: for art, feminism, politics,
and psychoanalysis, are perhaps only recently beginning their
entanglements. This assembly, Radical Peace: Closing the
Empathy Gap, attempts to forge such a temporary territory by
assembling different thinkers and practitioners together to discuss
strategies of what Griselda Pollock calls “art-working.”
Left in the aftermath of a post-modernist political thought, where the
gaze was proclaimed to be in ruins and affective responsibility in
decay, hashtags such as #wecantsaywedidn’tknow persist in their
circulation, though rarely provoking any change. In the field of art
that primarily, but of course not exclusively, deals with the gaze and
attempting to reach the viewer through the visual field, there seems
to be a persistent question for the artist on how to make work when
the gaze is in decline. It seems only fitting to turn to the site of the
woman, specifically in psychoanalysis.
Quoting Lacan, Bracha Ettinger explains how within historical
discourses, “the woman does not exist and signifies nothing. She is
the other/thing-as-absence” (Ettinger, 2006). In opposition to these
statements, Bracha Ettinger’s project attempts to revise the concept
of woman as a site of negativity, placing this space of negativity,
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her womb, as a site where linking can occur. She refers to this site
as the Matrixial Borderspace, in which she explains: “The matrix
refers, first, to a traumatic jouissance and its associated phantasies
of unprohibited pre-birth incest between the subject-to-be and what
I call the archaic-becoming-m/Other-to-be” (Ettinger, 2006).
The matrix is essential for thematizing the space of conflict
resolution or activist labor that begins with the female. In the
preliminary research for Mathilde ter Heijne’s Blood Sweat and
Tears, an art project that researches female peace activism transcontinentally and locally, I came across several women who
enter into these “zones,” who are forced to enter into marginal
territory to come to a negotiation. For instance, Luz Mendez, a
peace negotiator in Guatemala, told the story of attending peace
negotiations and having to shake the hand of the oppositional party
who massacred her friends and family members. Simply looking
into the eyes of this opposition and meeting the gaze threatened
to break apart solid identity states. But perhaps simply looking can
constitute an act of defiance. Contrary to post-modern thought
when one thinks about the queer or female gaze, which doesn’t
destruct but links seprate identities.
Of course, as Ewa Majewska, reminds us, not all resistance need
to be active, but can also take upon weak stances, using the female
and queer subject as a site for movements to occur.
The assembly in Körnerpark, though mostly in the form of discourse
and language, strives to make a turn in art discourse against
questioning the role of the gaze, and its destructive absence in
states of conflict, and towards visualizing peaceful oppositions and
the assemblages of these oppositions which we can occupy.
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Assembling Radical Peace.

Zofia Nierodzinska

The assembly at the Gallery Körnerpark takes as its point of
departure the theory of the Matrixial Gaze described by the Israeli
artist and psychoanalyst Bracha Lichtenberg Ettinger in her book:
The Matrixial Borderspace (Ettinger, 2006).
From the Matrixial Borderspace perspective war is an abstraction,
since it is based on a stabilized binary logic of a “cut”, which is
annihilating for the Matrix. In the Matrixial Sphere the I is not
separated from the Other, but borderconnected and entangled,
like in the word M/Other, which stresses the hybridic and
dynamic nature of an I-dentity. The mother Other/body is an
assemblage shaped by and actively (re)shaping the symbolic. The
representation here is not separated from the bodily experience,
as it is the case in the classical psychoanalysis of its male fathers
like Freud or Lacan. The Matrix is a threshold, the inside of a
visible screen, a movement between the appearance of an image
and its dissolution into severalty. Matrix as a screen does not only
reflect representations, like a plain mirror surface, but leads the
gaze behind the visible stratum, it splits it, showing its rhizomatic
features. The Matrixial Gaze is a touching gaze, is an experience,
which connects the I with the Other, instead of tearing them apart.
The logic based on binary oppositions disconnects language and its
human users from the world. Matrixial becoming towards peace is
not an u-topos (no place), but the real situated experience of being
part of the world in its relational becomings.
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In what way exactly the matrixial theory inform political actions?
How could one use it as a site of resistance? How could an
autonomy be structured, when the theorem of the “cut” has lost its
relevance?
With these questions in mind we will try to assemble our politicized
thinking bodies around terms such as: Assemblage, Assembly,
Autonomy, FeMale HipHop, Feminism, Matrixial Borderspace,
Matrixial Gaze, Peace, Politics of Bearing, Post-Peace and Weak
Resistance.
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Words in Context
ASSEMBLAGE
An assemblage is NOT a territory,
it is an interaction between parts,
in other words a community made
out of heterogeneous entities.
Assemblage is a term developed by
Deleuze and Guattari in respect to
rhizomatic structures, that could be
found in nature.
It refers to root clusters and
social structures that resembles
them.
Manuel
Delanda, a contemporary,
“Deleuzian philosopher” develops
the assemblage theory further. He
describes an assemblage as an
example of a non-hierarchical, less
authoritarian and inclusive way of
organizing.

Autonomy
Autonomy proposes some type
of critical distance or ability of
judgment. The question relevant to
our discussion is if the autonomy
is possible in an assemblage, if yes,
what kind of? What the notion of
“self” would mean in an assemblage?
Is an assemblage an extension
of or rather a departure from an
individual human subject?
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ASSEMBLY
An assembly is a group of people,
entities, technical devices and
objects. These agents have
influence on each other and
gather together in a network.
2. Assembly in the Old English
was also called a ding (thing),
which could mean that thing’s
etymology definition is embedded
in severalty, that things as well
as subjects are any consistent
entities.
3. Assembling is a
material practice of bringing
together or gathering into one
place, body, or whole. A speaking
body is an assemblage, which
consists of words and codes
of a (un)specific social milieu,
as well as of matter shaped by
and actively shaping the social
sphere.

Feminism
As a movement, feminism has since
the beginning of the 20th Century
been associated with pacifism.
One example of this association
is delivered by the International
Congress of Women organized
at The Hague in April 1915. Its
participants demanded women’s
rights and more democracy in
politics as a precondition for peace.
Congress members founded the
International Committee of Women
for Permanent Peace, which became
the Women’s International League
for Peace and Freedom in 1919. The
congress participants demonstrated
their conviction that durable peace
was only possible if women had a
political influence. They combined
ideas about well-accepted social
norms of motherhood with radical
political demands.
FeMale HipHop
Hip hop is a subcultural movement
started in the early 1970’s by
African-American and Puerto Rican
youths in the South Bronx.
FeMale HipHop already introduces
a contradiction to the roots of
the word. Can hip hop be used in
domestic spaces as opposed to the
streets? What is the relation of
women and queer subjects relation
to this street music that sometimes
is a place for exclusion?

Matrixial Borderspace
is a term developed by Bracha
Ettinger to account for
marginal spaces, the sides
of the “other.” In her theory,
all human beings cross into
this marginal or Borderspace
when they are carried into the
world by the mother inside her
uterus. Borderspace expands
the historical psychoanalytic
discourse, which situates
„woman“ within the negative. The
concept of Borderspace makes
her thinkable.

Matrixial Gaze
is a term from the theory of
Bracha L. Ettinger, an Israeli
artist and psychoanalyst. She
uses the matrix not exactly to
counter the Lacan’s phallic gaze,
but to widen the established
discourse. The matrix is a
metaphorical reference to
the uterus in order to stress
relationality instead of the
phallic „cut“. The concept of the
Matrixal Gaze could be used as
an example for a radical peace,
where no dialectical relations are
possible. It is based on processes
of becomings and unexpected
encounters, which questions the
autonomy of an individuum, like in
the word M/Other.

Peace

There can be top-down peace and a
peace that develops from below. Within
the symposium, we are interested in
the peace that develops from below, by
and for the people. In this case, peace
can be akin to conflict resolution, in that
it is a conversational, gestural activity
that involves a process of discursive
negotiation. It is necessary as well to
contextualize peace in different conflict
situations, as it changes meanings
depending on the dominant political
structure and stratum. Peace is not only
an absence of war, but a real activity
directed towards more affirmative ways of

Politics of Bearing

is a way of imagining a body that
thinks. The body performs the
unfamiliar, via diffraction, during
pregnancy, as well as during the
process of delivering the child. The
politics of bearing reminds us, that
the bodies are not only formed by
social and political discourses, but
that they are actively shaping them.

structuring our being together.

Post-Peace

It is about peace and its highly
problematic meaning and status. It is
a screen that makes the reality of war
inaccessible and invisible. Post-Peace is
the name of our times of new and often
confusing conflicts.
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Weak Resistance

An anti-heroic performative practice
utilizing feminist and queer discourses to position the body horizontally
with respect to power, biopolitics,
institutional structure, domestic
space, friendships, working, and
encounters. The Weak Resistance
shows how the logic of patriarchal
exclusion of the M/Other brings up
resistance of the excluded, and a
transformation of our understanding
of politics.
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ABSTRACTS:

Thinking the Matrix,
Performing the Unfamiliar
Recently, I’ve been wondering on what premises a bodily
thinking, as put into words by Michel Serres, can become political
nowadays. This is how Serres describes his knowing subject:
“The knowing subject occupies the entire body – the luxurious
headquarters of broad and complete knowledge– founded
and based on the sweetness and competence of the senses,
knowledge attuned to its limbs and to the world, toned-down and
pacified, ready to agree, delivered from resentment, consenting,
a luminous, transparent, vibrant, spiritual, flexible, quick, lively
subject body– a body that thinks.”
In this statement I would like to discuss the materiality of the
matrix, as put forward by Bracha Ettinger, and its potential to
imagine and politicize a body that thinks. The matrix enables
us not just to engage with the unfamiliar– the foreign grain, the
child to be–. As Ettinger puts it, the matrix can do more: it lets us
perform the unfamiliar, via diffraction, during pregnancy, as well as
during the process of delivering the child. In so doing the matrix
“attenuates us into connected particles that participate in a drama
wider than that of our individual selves” (Ettinger).
It’s obvious that making present things that are unfamiliar within
a certain cultural context – which (voluntarily or involuntarily)
take place in secret hand are radically singular and subjective–
has the potential to subvert, recompose, and sometimes even
destroy dominant structures. One of the most efficient methods
of envisioning those things– if not the only one– is making art,
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understood as a continuous singular working and thinking through
rather than a depiction or illustration of our problems. What exactly
can the matrix show us here? And what else is the matrix informing
us about?
Ettinger first tries to make intrauterine pregnancy processes
productive as a feminist deconstruction of Lacanian
psychoanalysis as well as for her own painterly practice. I would
like to supplement this perspective and ask how the process
of a– speaking with Serres– knowing, consenting, luminous
childbirth, delivered from resentment, can be made productive
as a deconstruction of current neoliberal practices– via art and
live performance. I will start by having a look at the book Genesis
where– as is well known– women were damned to give birth with
painful labour, and I will end by discussing current neoliberal
dissourses on labour and birth processes.

Olga Lewicka

Post-Peace
I will speak about two recent projects of mine: Women
Commentators (Russia and Ukraine) (Krolikarnia, Warsaw, 2014)
and Post-Peace (Akbank Sanat, Istanbul, 2015—ongoing). I will
show some of the art works and will focus on obstacles, which
inherently surround cultural projects, that touch upon the subject of
peace, or war. The question of historical and emotional distance,
sensitivity, political correctness and censorship will be central in
this talk.
Women Commentators (Russia and Ukraine) was
organized by Katarzyna Kozyra Foundation at the moment when
in many spheres of life a dialogue between Russia and Ukraine
didn’t seem possible. There was an urgency to build a platform for
a dialogue between Ukrainian and Russian cultural activists and
researchers and hear their testimonies of the war. This festival was
a way to create another dimension for intellectual collaboration,
which differed from boycotting.
Post-Peace as a concept and an exhibition was inspired
by the 70th anniversary of the end of World War II in 2015.
Differing from a number of exhibitions engaged with contemporary
politics, Post-Peace is not directly about war, and does not aim
to show images of victims or documentaries filled with blood and
horror: it does not wish to add to the many representations of
violence already circulating in the media. It is rather about peace,
and its highly problematic meaning and status, how it is spoken
about in contemporary terms and how it all too often functions as
a screen that makes the reality of war inaccessible and invisible.
Post-Peace is the name of our era of new and often confusing
conflicts. A whole new vocabulary has sprung up to describe the
nature of the new warfare: preemptive, hybrid, unconventional,
asymmetric. Moreover, wars tend to be located in places that are
nearly impossible to access by reliable eyewitnesses and media.
Reality is obfuscated behind contradictory reports and calculated
lies. Undeclared terror, a multiplicity of realities, the proliferation
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of conspiracy theories, events that avoid their real names, victims
of remote wars, states of fear and disorientation—all of these are
symptoms of the Post-Peace.
Katia Krupennikova

Weak Resistance
Peace does not make history, war does. The weak do not make
history, heroes do. Let’s see, shall we?
In 1981 and 1980 two peaceful protests started, in Greenham
Common and in Gdansk, in which heroism was replaced by the
resistance of the weak, and violence contradicted. The Feminist
Protest Camp against nuclear weapons and the solidarity
movement in Poland were exceptional strategically and politically,
and they both started as a refusal of power - the military power
of the nuclear weapons in the military complex of the West
and a refusal of accepting the alienated management of the
state communism of the East. They both were contextualized
heterotopias rather, than abstracted utopias, however, they both
managed to stop time and bring radical change.They both have
shown how the logic of patriarchal exclusion of the M/Other
brings up resistance of the excluded, and a transformation of our
understanding of politics.
Ewa Majewska

FeMale HipHop
In her lecture FeMale HipHop, Realness, Roots und Rap Models
Michaela Wünsch discusses the terms Realness, the Political and
Feminsim in the hiphop genre. Hip hop seems to carry the burden
of a political claim more than any other music genre. This political
claim is connected to the demand that hiphop’s representatives,
African-Americans, have to use music to articulate “their” political
issues, reduced to a ghetto lifestyle and poverty. Female artists
are supposed to address sexism within the genre under the claims
of what is one might call a white feminism. But queer and female
hiphop artists have developed different strategies.
Michaela Wünsch

Lady Liberty Re-mix: Pour la Paix
Inspired by Bracha Ettinger’s notions from The Matrixial Gaze, the
idea of navigating becomes a gospel and spoken word anthem in
the name of feminist values such as liberty, solidarity, equality and
those unnamable trans-subjective spaces in-between.
Why are you ridin’ what are you ridin’ for?
Nina Prader
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Kamar
Over the last eight years it was the music that created the love.
We started playing oud together in 2008 in Damascus as a Kamar
band. Unfortunately, the war separated us. Now and after two
years of separation, Berlin gives us a chance to meet again like a
family and a band.
Nabil Arbaiin
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on pertinent social and political contexts. Krupennikova currently collaborates as an
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